Correcting for ascertainment biases when analyzing SNP data: applications to the estimation of linkage disequilibrium.
As large-scale sequencing efforts turn from single genome sequencing to polymorphism discovery, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are becoming an increasingly important class of population genetic data. But because of the ascertainment biases introduced by many methods of SNP discovery, most SNP data cannot be analyzed using classical population genetic methods. Statistical methods must instead be developed that can explicitly take into account each method of SNP discovery. Here we review some of the current methods for analyzing SNPs and derive sampling distributions for single SNPs and pairs of SNPs for some common SNP discovery schemes. We also show that the ascertainment scheme has a large effect on the estimation of linkage disequilibrium and recombination, and describe some methods of correcting for ascertainment biases when estimating recombination rates from SNP data.